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1. GENERAL  

1.1 HIGHLIGHTS EURONEXT® WATER AND OCEAN EUROPE 40 EW 

Objective The Euronext Water and Ocean Europe 40 EW  family is designed to reflect the price level trends in the 

trading of shares listed in Europe that contribute to the achievement of SDG 6 (Water and Sanitation), 

and that have an impact on the conservation of water resources and the preservation of oceans. 

Changes are made on an annual basis.  

Administrator Euronext Paris is the Administrator of the Euronext Water and Ocean Europe 40 EW index family.  

Supervisor Euronext internal supervisor 

Index Universe  The index universe consists of the companies included in the Euronext Europe 500 index and trading in 

the following currencies: EUR, DKK, SEK and NOK. 

Eligibility screening at 

reviews 

Companies included in the Index Universe are screened on Free Float Market Capitalisation and 

Liquidity.  

The companies with a Free Float Market Capitalisation over 3 billion EUR as well as the ones with an 

average daily traded value (ADTV) over the last 5, 10 and 20 business days above 25 million EUR are 

eligible. Both criteria should be met for the eligibility. 

Selection basis The eligible companies are ranked on their Water & Ocean performance score, as evaluated by ISS-ESG. 

In case of an equal score the company with the highest free float market capitalization will rank higher. 

The 40 highest-ranking companies are selected.  

Review Cut Off Date Penultimate Friday of November. Penultimate means the Friday before the last Friday. 

Weighting basis Equal weight 

Review frequency Annually, effective after the Third Friday of December.  

Index family Price index; Net return index, Gross return index and Decrement 5% and 4% on Net return. 

Trademarks 
Euronext N.V. or its subsidiaries (hereinafter jointly “Euronext”) owns all intellectual and other property 
rights to the index, including the name, the composition and the calculation of the index. Euronext®  
is a registered trademark of Euronext. 

 

 

 

1.2 VERSION NOTES 

Version Effective date New or changed parts 

19-01 02 October 2019 First version 
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2. REFERENCE INFORMATION AND PUBLICATION OF INDEX LEVELS  

2.1 REFERENCE TABLE 

Index name ISIN Code MNEMO 
Bloomberg 

Code 
Reuters 

code 
Base  
date 

Base  
value 

Publication 
since 

Type of index 

Euronext Water and 
Ocean Europe 40 EW 

NL0013908825 WATPR WATERPR  21/12/2009 1000  Price 

Euronext Water and 
Ocean Europe 40 EW 

NR 
NL0013908833 WATNR WATERNR  21/12/2009 1000  Net 

Euronext Water and 
Ocean Europe 40 EW 

GR 
NL0013908841 WATGR WATERGR  21/12/2009 1000  Gross 

Euronext Water and 
Ocean Europe 40 EW 

Decrement 5% 
NL0013908858 WAT5D WATER5D  21/12/2009 1000  Decrement 

Euronext Water and 
Ocean Europe 40 EW 

Decrement 4% 
NL0013908866 WAT4D WATER4D  21/12/2009 1000  Decrement 

 

2.2 BASE CURRENCY 

All Indices have Euro as their Base Currency. 

 
2.3 PUBLICATION OF INDEX LEVELS 

The index is calculated based on the most recent prices of transactions concluded on the main markets in each 

of the countries that are included in the index. The level of the index is in principle published every 15 seconds. 

The index is calculated from 09:00 hours until Euronext Markets stop regular daytime trading on the days 

when Euronext Markets are open for trading. 

 

The opening level is calculated using the last known prices of traded constituents or in the case of constituents 

that have non-traded, halted or suspended status, the previous day reference prices or estimated prices (for 

IPOs, buyouts and swap offers).  

The opening index level is disseminated at the same time as the first index level. 

 

The closing level is the last level disseminated on the trading day.  
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3. INDEX REVIEWS 

3.1 REVIEW FREQUENCY AND  RELEVANT DATES 

The Review Cut-Off Date is after the market close of the penultimate Friday of November. 

The Review Composition Announcement Date is at least two days before the Review Effective Date.  

There is no separate announcement for the reviews, so the Review Announcement Date is not applicable. 

The Review Effective Date is after the market close of the third Friday of December.  
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3.2 SELECTION STEPS 

3.2.1 Step 1: Index Universe  

The index universe consists of the companies included in the Euronext Europe 500 index and trading in the 
following currencies: EUR, DKK, SEK and NOK. 
 
3.2.2 Step 2: Eligibility screening at reviews  

At reviews*, the companies included in the Index Universe are screened on Free Float Market Capitalisation 
and Liquidity.  

The companies with a Free Float Market Capitalisation over 3 billion EUR as well as the ones with an average 
daily traded value (ADTV) over the last 5, 10 and 20 business days above 25 million EUR are eligible. Both 
criteria should be met for the eligibility. 

*At reviews this means included in the reference index after the Review Effective Date. 
 

3.2.3 Step 3: Selection Ranking 

The eligible companies are assigned a Water & Ocean performance score, as evaluated by ISS-ESG (See chapter 
7.5 for more information), and are ranked by decreasing order on this score. In case of an equal score the 
company with the highest free float market capitalization will rank higher. 

 
3.2.4 Step 4: Selection of constituents at the reviews 

The 40 highest ranking stocks are selected. 
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4. PERIODICAL UPDATE OF WEIGHTING 

4.1 WEIGHTING FACTORS 

The index calculation of this index is based on Equal Weight.  

For this index only the Number of Shares is relevant. 

4.2 REVIEW  

The new weightings are calculated such that each constituent will have an equal weight in the index. The 
weightings will be rounded to the nearest whole number. The weightings are determined based on the 
closing prices observed on the Review Composition Announcement Date. 
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5. CORPORATE ACTIONS 

5.1 EVENTS THAT CHANGE THE COMPOSITION 

Mergers and acquisitions 
Acquisitions in cash 
In the event of a bid in cash, the target company will be removed from the index. The removal will take place 
with effect after the close of the first full business day following the acceptance of the bid. If a company is 
removed from the index, the divisor will be adapted to maintain the index level. 
 
Mergers and takeovers in shares 
In the event of a merger, acquisition or similar situation where the bid is made in the form of shares, the 
constituent will be replaced by the newly formed company, provided that this company is included in the Index 
Universe defined in the index reviews section. The replacement will take place in line with the schedule of the 
transaction. The replacement of the shares of the relevant index constituent by the shares of the newly formed 
company will be executed on the basis of the bid ratio. 
 
 
Mixed transactions 
In case a of a mixed bid of cash and shares the Compiler will treat the bid as a share bid if the share part 
amounts to at least 75% of the offer price, on the day of the publication of the terms of the offer. The 
replacement of the shares of the relevant index constituent by the shares of the company that continues to 
be traded will be executed on the basis of the bid ratio. The divisor will be adapted only for the cash part of 
the offer price. 
 
Continued inclusion or specific treatments 
The Compiler reserves the right to apply a specific treatment in non-standard situations including but not 
limited to: 
• Competing bids with differing closing dates or structures;  
• Offers made without the intention to gain full control.  
 
In case of a specific treatment a separate announcement detailing the specific treatment will be issued timely 
to the market. 
 
Inclusion of  new companies  
As a rule newly listed companies are considered for inclusion in the index at the time of the periodical index 
review. 
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Suspensions,  Company distress and Delistings  
Suspension 
If a constituent is suspended, the Compiler will consider whether the constituent should be removed or not 
within five trading days. If it is decided to maintain the constituent a further reassessment date will be set. 
The Compiler reserves the right to take action before that date if new developments give reason to do so. 
In case a constituent is removed following suspension, it will be removed from the index as soon as possible 
and on a day announced by the Compiler. The company will be removed from the index after the close of the 
markets assuming a price of zero unless the Compiler sets a different price, where possible supported by an 
objective source. 
 
If it has been announced that a constituent will be delisted from the relevant market, it will be removed from 
the index as soon as possible and on a day announced by the Compiler. The company will be removed from 
the index based on either the last known price established during regular daytime trading or on a price 
determined by the Compiler, whereby the company may also be removed at a price of zero.  
 
Removing assuming a price of zero implies no divisor change because of the removal. If another price is set, 
the divisor will change based on the removal of the value of that company from the index portfolio when 
applying that price. 
 
In the event that the trading in shares is suspended, the last known price established during regular daytime 
trading will be used. 
 
SPLIT UP / SPIN-OFF 
In the event that a company included in the index is split up, the companies resulting from the split, including 
the original company where appropriate will continue to be included in the index providing it is included in 
the Index Universe defined in the index reviews section. 
 
The index may then temporarily consist of fewer than, or more than the standard number of constituents until 

the next periodical review takes place.  

For the purposes of these rules a split up is taken to mean a legal demerger, a spin-off or another situation 
which the Compiler deems to be similar.  
 
In case the shareholder of the company which was originally included in the index does not automatically 
receive shares in a company which is created as a result of the split up, this company is considered to be a 
newly listed company.  
 
The removal of any non-qualifying company resulting from a split up will take place after the close of the first 
day of trading in the shares of that company. If all companies resulting from the split are to be removed, the 
removal will take place at the close of the last trading day before the split. 
 
In case a company resulting from the split up will not be admitted to listing on a main market in one of the 
countries that are included in the index, the Compiler will select an appropriate price source for the calculation 
of the index and the removal of the spun off company on the first trading day after the spin off. 
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5.2 EVENTS THAT CHANGE THE WEIGHTING FACTORS 

Dividends 
Criteria for determining special dividends 

The price index will be adjusted for dividends that are special. 
 The following criteria will be applied to decide whether a dividend should be considered a special dividend: 
a) The declaration of a company of a dividend additional to those dividends declared as part of the 

company’s normal results and dividend reporting cycle; merely an adjustment to the timing of the 
declaration of a company's expected dividend would not be considered as a special dividend 
circumstance; or 

b) The identification of an element of a dividend paid in line with a company’s normal results and dividend 
reporting cycle as an element that is unambiguously additional to the company’s normal payment. 

For the purpose of clarification, no adjustment will be made for the following situations: 
1. Payment of ordinary dividends, irrespective of how they are financed; 
2. Issue of redeemable shares or any other entitlement in lieu of an ordinary dividend; or 
3. Unexpected increase or decrease, resumption or cessation, or change in frequency to an ordinary 

dividend. 
 
Adjustment for special dividend 

The adjustment of the index takes place by a reduction of the closing price of the share in question. 
Subsequently the divisor will be adapted in order to maintain the index level. The adjustments will be based 
on gross amounts. 
 
Ordinary dividends in shares 

If a dividend is distributed in the form of shares only and if this is regarded as ordinary dividend, the return 
index will be reinvesting a cash equivalent of the dividend. If shareholders may choose between cash or shares 
the amount which is reinvested will be based on the cash option. 

Conversion of dividends declared in other currencies 

If a dividend for a constituent is declared in another currency than the Base Currency of the index, then the 
Compiler will in first instance use the Base Currency amount if investors have the option to be paid in that 
currency. If the dividend amount is available only in currencies that deviate from the Base Currency, the 
Compiler will convert the dividend amount using the reference rate for the cum-day (the business day prior 
to the ex-date). In principle the reference rate will be based on the foreign exchange reference rates as 
published daily by the ECB. 
   
Bonus issues, stock splits and reverse stock splits 
For bonus issues, stock splits and reverse stock splits, the number of shares included in the index will be 
adjusted in accordance with the ratio given in the corporate action. The divisor will not be changed because 
of this. The Compiler may regard a bonus issue as the issue of an entitlement in lieu of an ordinary dividend 
and therefore treat this as a dividend. 
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Rights issues and other rights 
In the event of a rights issue an adjusted closing price will be applied as calculated by the Compiler. The index 
is adjusted based on the value of the rights only. The divisor will be adapted in such a way that the level of the 
index remains the same. 
 
 
The index will be adjusted only if the rights represent a positive value. 
 
The index will also be adjusted if a value can be attributed to a subscription right for convertible bonds, bonds 
with warrants or warrants with preferential rights for shareholders or similar situations. If the value cannot be 
attributed straightforward, the Compiler may also decide to include the detached instrument for one day and 
adjust the index at the close based on the closing price for that subscription right on that day. 
 
Partial tender offers on own shares 
The Compiler will adjust the divisor of the index if the premium represents more than 5% of the share price of 

the close on the penultimate day before the ex-date (the day prior to the last day before the ex-day). The 

premium is calculated as the difference between the offered price and the closing price, multiplied by the 

percentage of the share capital targeted in the offer. If the divisor is adjusted, the number of shares in the 

index will be adjusted as well.  
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6. INDEX CALCULATION FORMULAS 

The general formula for the price index is: 

t

N

i

tititititi

t
d
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Where: 

t Time of calculation 

N Number of constituent equities in index 

Qi,t  Number of shares of equity i included in the index on day t 

Fi,t  Free Float Factor of equity i  1 

fi,t  Capping factor of equity i  1 

Ci,t  Price of equity i on t 

Xi,t  Current exchange rate on t  1 

dt Divisor of the index on day t 

 

The total return index calculation takes two steps: the first step is to transpose the announced dividend 

payment into index points. This is called the XD adjustment. This uses the following formula: 





N

1

ii

d

w*g
  adjustment XD
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Where: 

N Number of constituent equities in index 

gi The announced dividend per share of the ith component stock (for net return index withholding tax is 

deducted from this dividend); 

wi The weighting of the ith component stock in the index, based on number of shares included in the 

index, Free Float Factor, capping factor and exchange rate; 

d Divisor of the index. 

 

The second step of the calculation uses the figures calculated in step one (XD adjustment). The dividend is 

assumed to be reinvested at the close of the ex-date.  








 


1-t

t
1-tt

IV

XDIV
TRTR  

Where: 

TRt-1: Total return index value yesterday; 

TRt: Total return index value on t; 

IVt-1: Underlying price index yesterday; 

                                                           

1 Factor is equal to 1 if not applied for the index 
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IVt: Underlying price index on t; 

The Decrement return index uses the following formula: 













365NR

NR
DIDI

1-t

t

1-tt

day
Dcr  

Where: 
DIt-1 Decrement Return Index value on day t-1 
DIt Decrement Return Index value on day t 
NRt-1 Net Return Index value on day t-1 
NRt Net Return Index value on day t 
Dcr 5% or 4% 
day Number of calendar days between day t and day t-1 
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7. DEFINITIONS 

7.1 REVIEW DATES 

The Review Cut-Off Date is the date on which, after the market close, relevant data are gathered that will 
serve as basis for the periodical review of the index.   

The Review Composition Announcement Date is the date on which, after the close, the full details are 
announced regarding the index composition that will come into effect after the review effective date. this 
includes numbers of shares, free float factors and capping factors of all companies included in the new index 
portfolio. 

The Review Effective Date is the date on which, after the market close, the changes relating to the periodical 
review are being effectuated in the index portfolio.  

7.2 MAIN LISTING 

If a company is admitted to listing in more than one market or if it is admitted in various forms of listings, a 
main listing is determined based on the 12 months turnover, turnover since a corporate action, the country 
of incorporation and the listing perceived or presented as primary (not an order of priority).  
 
As a rule only the main listing of the company is eligible for index inclusion. Mono-holdings, companies 
having as unique activity a direct or indirect participation in another company within the universe, are 
regarded as a form of listing of that company. 

7.3 FREE FLOAT FACTOR 

The Free Float Factor is the percentage representing all listed securities of the selected line of the relevant 
company  eligible for index inclusion (as described in section 5.2), minus any shareholdings that are 
considered non-free float.  The Free Float Factor is based on public information available on the Review Cut-
Off Date. The Free Float Factor will be rounded to the nearest 5%.  
 
The following shareholdings are considered non-free float (based on public information available on the 
Review Cut-Off Date): 

• Any single shareholder who holds 5% or more of the listed securities in the selected line eligible for 

index inclusion, with the exception of collective entities or pension funds.  

Collective entities are those entities that fulfill all the following criteria:  

i. are open for investment to investors or tradable on the market; and 
ii. have a diversified portfolio; and  
iii. have an open ended structure.  

Collective entities include mutual funds and other open end-funds. 
• Collective entities or pension funds that hold 5% or more of the listed securities in the selected line 

eligible for index inclusion and are represented in any governing body of the company in question. 

• Parties acting in concert that collectively hold 5% or more of the listed securities in the selected line 

eligible for index inclusion. 
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• Employee shareholding plans, employee pension plans, individual employees, management or 

members of the board of directors of the relevant company when their cumulative shareholding is 

5% or more of the listed securities in the selected line eligible for index inclusion.  

• Shares held by the relevant company that represent 5% or more of the listed securities in the selected 
line eligible for index inclusion (e.g. treasury shares). 

7.4 TURNOVER 

The Turnover is based on the trading volume on the specific listing used.  

If a company’s value of Turnover is not available for the entire relevant period, the available value of Turnover 
will be extrapolated to the entire relevant period. In such cases, the value of Regulated Turnover during the 
first twenty trading days that the company listed will be ignored.  

In the event of a spin-off, a split-up or a similar corporate event, the value of Turnover before the corporate 
event will be assigned to the companies resulting from the corporate event based on the ratio of the corporate 
event. The ratio is determined based on the market capitalisation of the resulting entities after the first day of 
trading. The value of Turnover will be assigned if a spun-off division is listed as an independent company. 

7.5 ISS-ESG WATER & OCEAN SCORE 

1. ISS ESG 

ISS ESG is the responsible investment arm of Institutional Shareholder Services Inc., the world’s leading 

provider of environmental, social, and governance solutions for asset owners, asset managers, hedge funds, 

and asset servicing providers. With more than 30 years of corporate governance expertise and 25 years of 

providing in-depth responsible investment research and analytics, ISS ESG has the unique understanding of 

the requirements of institutional investors. With its comprehensive offering of solutions, ISS ESG enables 

investors to develop and integrate responsible investing policies and practices, engage on responsible 

investment issues, and monitor portfolio company practices through screening solutions. 

It also provides climate data, analytics, and advisory services to help financial market participants understand, 

measure, and act on climate-related risks across all asset classes. In addition, ISS ESG delivers corporate and 

country ESG research and ratings enabling its clients to identify material social and environmental risks and 

opportunities. Along with these robust ESG offerings, the unit provides institutions with an established 

standard in measuring, analyzing, projecting, valuing, and discounting a firm’s underlying economic profit.  

2. Water & Ocean scoring methodology 

Each company is evaluated with a Water & Ocean performance score, which assesses its contribution to the 

achievement of SDG 6 (Water and Sanitation), as well as its impact on the conservation of water resources 

and the preservation of oceans.  

The scoring methodology includes a risk and opportunity approach. The Water & Ocean score is computed as 

a weighted average of three sub-scores:  

i. Contribution - how products and services offered by the company contribute to the 

achievement of SDG 6 (Water and Sanitation). The pillar is measured with the percentage of net 
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sales: to achieve a high sub-score, the company should have a high share of net sales with 

positive impact on the SDG 6. 

ii. Managing scarcity: this pillar assesses the performance of a company in the management of 

water resources. It includes notably the historical evolution of freshwater use (measured by 

water withdrawal over time), the efficiency of water risk management, and, for companies 

involved in the food production chain, the performance of its water conservation system in 

agricultural production, etc. 

iii. Curbing pollution: this pillar measures the performance of a company in the preservation of the 

quality of water resources and oceans. It includes different aspects of water pollution: 

a. Effluents and contaminants: this sub-pillar factors in the management of waste water, 

notably by assessing the capacity of the company to reduce the use of substances of concern 

in the production process, the intensity of effluent load in waster, etc. 

b. Marine liters: this sub-pillar evaluates the commitment of the company in the reduction of 

packaging and plastic waste, as well as the prevention of marine microplastics pollution, etc. 

c. Ocean and fish stocks: this sub-pillar reflects the capacity of concerned companies in the 

preservation of marine resources and biodiversity, notably through the management of the 

impact of aquaculture and fisheries on aquatic ecosystems or the compliance of fleet with 

IMO standards 

3. Sectorial approach with specific insights for high stake sectors 

Challenges in the preservation of water and marine resources, either in the perspective of quantity (managing 

scarcity) or in the aspect of quality (curbing pollution) vary greatly depending on the characteristics of each 

economic sector. Therefore, identifying sectors that present strongest impacts on water and marine resources, 

either by providing solutions for water access or by implementing good practices for water management and 

pollution reduction, is key in the methodology.  

A sector is considered “high stake” if it demonstrates large impacts in one of the three pillars mentioned 

above: 

i. Contribution: high stake companies are those with high percentage of net sales contributing to 

the achievement of SDG 6 

ii. Managing scarcity: global demand of freshwater is particularly concentrated. The highest 

consumers of freshwater are identified by measuring their respective water intensity (m3 of 

water withdrawal by unit of production or by m$ of sales) 

iii. Curbing pollution: polluted water is the world’s largest health risk. High stake sectors are 

notably the one the most exposed to pollutants, which include various types such as 

physicochemical and bacteriological contaminant, industrial effluents, plastic waste, etc.  

4. Exclusions: 
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Companies with controversial practices related to water issues are excluded: 

- Water controversies: controversies related to the impact of aquaculture and fisheries on aquatic 

ecosystems or to soil and biodiversity management in agricultural production 

- Producers of chlorinated hydrocarbons: Chlorinated Hydrocarbons are molecules often derived from 

carbon-base fossil fuels that contain chlorine and are considered as the most potent and 

environmentally persistent insecticides.  

- Companies involved in hydraulic fracturing, which is a highly water intensive drilling technique that 

carries major environmental risks such as the contamination of groundwater, surface pollution or 

depletion of fresh water. 

- Pesticides producers. Pesticides include all chemicals that are used to control or kill pests. They can 

reach and contaminate groundwater and are persistent organic pollutants. 

The methodology also excludes companies involved in the production of tobacco, exploitation of coal mining 

or oil sands, manufacturing of controversial weapons. 


